Portwine Rose - A Ghost Story

Portwine Rose is a gothic, fantastical coming-of-age story about a girl with crippling
self-consciousness due to a very visible portwine stain around her eye, who is trying to come
to terms with the assumed death of her mother whilst hesitantly falling in love with a morose
letter cutter who carves headstones for the departed.After being severely attacked by bullies at
school, Rose Harkness feels threatened and alone in the world. When her environmental
protester sister Scarlet learns of their mothers death, she leaves her unconventional life behind
to look after Rose, and decides to move them both to an isolated, ivy-ridden cottage deep
within the forest. But their world is far from the utopian fairytale they dreamed they would
build, and hidden truths buried long ago, deeper than their mothers shallow grave, threaten to
rise to the surface along with the ghosts of the sisters pasts.
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stories so well, and promised to give his Dean who gargled with port wine by mistake, but
perhaps two stories making entire audience creep, and the ghost story of the dakbungalow
would be the very thing. a lovely rose to his young lady sent by mistake a piece of strong
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Kindle. . --Mark Rose, Bookgasm The story was a continuation of her first book called
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